INFORMATION REPRESENTED IN THIS DOCUMENT IS BASED ON THE MOST ACCURATE DATA CURRENTLY AVAILABLE FROM THE FIELD LOGISTICS CLUSTER STAFF SUPPORTING THE EMERGENCY RESPONSE OPERATION. IT MAY BE REVISED OR UPDATED AS NEW, OR MORE COMPLETE DATA BECOMES AVAILABLE.

YEMEN Q3 2023

- 63 partners supported
- 3 coordination meetings
- 17 IM products published
- 14 service requests in progress or completed

LOGISTICS CLUSTER

- 2,100 M² total storage capacity
- 472 M³ cargo received in common storage
- 483 M³ cargo released
- 1 warehouse across Yemen
- 15 MSUs loaned to partners with total 4,640 M²

- 60% health
- 26.6% other
- 19.3% food security
- 14.1% shelter
- 13.3% wash
- 13.3% protection

INFORMATION MANAGEMENT
COORDINATION
COMMON STORAGE
MSU

https://logcluster.org/ops/yem10a

THE LOGISTICS CLUSTER IS LED BY WFP WORLD FOOD PROGRAMME